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Vol. 67 Issue 13

USG listens to
dorm's gripes
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government said last week it needed
student input to act on complaints against Harshman Quadrangle, and at last night's
general assembly meeting, USG
got an indication of that input.
Norman Funk, sophomore interpersonal and public communications major and resident of
Bromfield Hall (a unit of
Harshman), led a group of
residents from Bromfield which
brought complaints, along with
a petition signed by a majority
of Bromfield residents, to the
general assembly.
Funk told the general assembly that out of the 213 people
asked, 212 signed the petition.
He said these residents were
dissatisfied with some policies
described in the Harshman
Notes on Residence Hall Living.
The five issues covered in the
petition were quiet hours, locking of doors between the A and B
units of Harshman after mid-

night, 24-hour escort policy,
group billing even for those who
out of town at the time the damage occurs and midnight locking
of the tunnels which link all the
quad units.
Matt Shull, USG's student
welfare coordinator, said he will
make a survey using these issues and, with the permission of
Harshman Complex Coordinator Ed Klein, will deliver them
to each Harshman resident for
their reaction.
He said USG will act according to the results of the survey.
In other business, National
State and Community Affairs
Coordinator Bob Stovash announced plans to contact all
campus organizations having
seperate voter registration
drives in hopes of forming a
campus-wide voter registration
coalition.
The general assembly approved his suggestion of a $500
appropriation for the advertising of voter registration for the
upcoming election.

Tryouts
Mary Pal Farr, sophomore international business major, waits her turn
to practice on the balance beam during this week's gymnastics team
tryouts in Eppler North Gymnasium. By the first part of next week.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
head coach Charles Simpson has to cut his roster from 23 to 14
gymnasts. "It is going to be extremely difficult." Simpson said.

Open container laws apply to alcohol at games
by Dave Harding

reporter
Instances of fan drunkenness
and people sneaking alcoholic
beverages into University sporting events have been rare,
according to Dean Gerkens, associate director of the police
division of the Department of
Public Safety.
"We rarely have had a problem with intoxicated fans who
wind up dumping beer on some-

dozen eggs under it" at the football game against Richmond
Sept. 8.
Gerkens said 15 officers stationed at the gates usually give a
person who has been caught
with concealed alcoholic beverages the option of dumping it or
taking it back home.
However, Gerkens admitted
some people manage to sneak
alcohol into games.

one's head or vomiting on their
backs," Gerkens said.
He said police officers were to
use discretion in deciding to
search a fan suspected of taxing
alcohol into an athletic event.
"If someone is walking into
the football stadium with a big
winter coat on and it's 90 deKees outside, well, the officer is
und to get suspicious and
check you, he said.
Gerkens said there were only
a few incidents of people "carrying blankets as if they had a

"WE DONT check everyone," he said. "If a female has a

purse that doesn't jingle and
jangle, we probably won't
search her."
He said although there is no
campus policy regarding alcohol at sporting events, state
open container laws apply.
Kevin McHugh, assistant athletic director, said he believed
there is no National College Athletic Association policy regarding alcohol at sporting events
and added beer was sold at the
game at Fresno State Sept. 10.
1983.

Gerkens said differing state
laws often cause confusion for
out-of-state fans at games.
"Some states have brown bag
laws where people are allowed
to drink alcohol in public as long
as they have a brown bag over
it," Gerkens said.
He added signs are posted so
visitors are aware they are in
violation of Ohio state law.
McHugh said a specific area
of the parking lot is roped off for

tailgate parties, but these areas
are reserved for certain Falcon
Club members.
However, he added parking
lots are not patrolled for violation of state liquor laws.
"We prefer to check people
entering the stadium not only
because it is most feasible, but
also because the events are supposed to be a festive occasion
and we don't want to turn them
into a police state," McHugh
said.

■

Anniversary:
Professor writes campus history
by Teresa Tarantino
reporter

Next year marks the 75th
anniversary of the University, and Dr. Stuart Givens, a
history professor, has been
quietly preparing.
Givens, the official University historian since 1978, is
working on an updated version of the school's history
over the past 25 years.
He has spent the past four
years sifting through old documents and public records.
These include every issue of
the BG News since 1963, minutes of every Board of Trustees meeting, works or papers
written during that time, all
public speeches of University
Sresidents since 1963 and a
ew personal interviews.
He also said spending the
last 32 years teaching at the
University has given him a
better vantage point.
"Many of the events that
went on I was very aware of.
having lived through all of
them, he said.
Givens said he is writing
the history because he naturally assumed he would be
responsible for it as official
University historian.
In 1960, Givens sent then
University President Dr. Hollis Moore a list of possible
ways the University could
celebrate its 75th anniversary. One of the suggestions

He has been working on the
project alone and was given
an eight month sabbatical
which began last December
to work on the project fulltime. However, he believes
the total history will take an
additional three to four
months of part-time work to
complete.
He said one of the main

was a University history.
MOORE ASKED Givens to
update the original history,
which covers the University's
first 50 years, done by Dr.
Robert Overman, a former
professor.
Givens' history will include
a chapter bringing together
the major trends of the first
50 years.

things which altered the
course of the University's history was a 1969 Ohio Board of
Regents decision to limit enrollment at 15,000.
It was important because
the University had been experiencing a significant increase in the number of
students and faculty between
1963 and 1970.

OSU studies soap
which slows cancer
COLUMBUS (AP) - An Ohio
State University researcher
says his experiments showed
that a common industrial solvent retards skin tumors in mice
- a discovery that could lead to
the development of anti-cancer
soaps or lotions.
The solvent is toluee, commonly used in laboratory research aa well as the
manufacture of paints, dyes and
explosives.
Harold Weiss, a professor of
phsysiology at OSU, said that in
skin cancer research, financed
by the College of Medicine, he
found toluene applied directly to
the skin retarded the second,
critical stage in the rapid spread
of cancer cells.
The experiments, which are
ongoing, began about two years
ago, Weiss said.
Cancer is believed to be a twostep process, Weiss said, initiated by a carcinogen that alters a cell's chromosomes. The
second stage appears to be rapid
and uncontrolled reproduction
of that cell after contact with
substances called growth promoters.

Dr. Stuart Givens

BG News/Sunn Cross

"WHEN YOU talk about
avoiding cancer, it may be just
as important to talk about avoiding these promoters as it is to
talk about avoiding carcinogens
in the first place, Weiss said.
"We're exposed to promoters
all the time, some natural and
some man-made," he said.
Fatty acids, condensed tobacco
smoke and extracts of unburned
tobacco, for example, are known

promoters of skin cancer in
mice.
Promoters are threatening
only after the cell has been altered by carcinogen contact,
Weiss said, but some substances
act as both carcinogen and
growth promoter. Some natural
body hormones also might act as
promoters.
In tests using mice, toluene
didn't change the effect of carcinogens on skin cells, but it did
minimize the effect of a compound known to be a potent
cancer promoter, Weiss said.
"We dissolved our promoter
in both acetone and toluene and
found that we got only onefourth to one-third as many tumors in the mice exposed to the
Eremoter dissolved in toluene,"
e said.
BUT WEISS found continued
high rates of tumor production
in the mice after toluene treatments were stopped.
"That means that, unfortunately, the inhibitory effect is
not permanent," he said. "It
depends on continuous application of the toluene."
Weiss hopes future experiments will determine how much
toluene is necessary to affect
cancer growth and whether
other chemicals similar to toluene have the same effect.
Toluene is probably not the
best compound if humans are to
use anti-cancer agents in soaps,
lotions or cosmetics, the researcher said. It is a promoter
itself, although an extremely
mild one, and causes the skin to
become dry and irritated.

Sailors held in Siberia expected to be released soon
MOSCOW (AP) - The captain
of an American supply ship, who
said his vessel was seized last
week by Soviets and towed to a
Siberian port, said yesterday
that U.S. diplomats told him he
and his four-man crew would be
released "maybe in a day,
maybe two."
Capt. Tabb Thorns said he
understood that he and his crew
would be put back aboard their
vessel - the supply ship Frieda K
- and "escorted to the Soviet

maritime boundary."
But Thorns said Soviet officials still have not told him
personally whether the sailors,
all from Homer, Alaska, will be
freed from detention in Urelik in
far northeastern Siberia.
"They tell us very little and
they won't tell us when we can
go home," Thorns said in a telephone conversation with the
Moscow bureau of The Associated Press. "They will tell us
nothing about that/'

In Washington, the State Department said yesterday it has
lodged a formal protest against
Soviet handling of the case and
expected the seamen would be
released within 48 hours.
THOMS TOLD the AP that
Soviet officials have been asking
them to sign papers acknowledging that they were in Soviet
waters.
"They want us to sign many
pipers, he said. "We did not
intentionally violate any laws,

but we do not understand Soviet
law and we do not want to sign
the wrong kind of papers."
The telephone connection with
Moscow was extremely poor.
Thorns did confirm with a
"roger," however, that the crew
was fine and being fed well.
Thorns said Soviet officials
have refused his requests to call
a U.S. official. But he said a
diplomat from the American
Embassy in Moscow managed
to telephone him late last night.
"He told us we will be re-

leased as soon as possible,"
Thorns said. "Maybe in a day,
maybe two."
A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy, who spoke on condition he
not be identified, confirmed that
Soviet Foreign Ministry officials
had said the American sailors
would be released. But he did
not say when they would be sent
home to Alaska.
JOHN HUGHES, the State
Department spokesman, said
the Soviets have agreed to turn

the Americans over to a U.S
Coast Guard cutter, which at
midday yesterday was 24 hours
away from the rendezvous spot
in international waters off the
town of Urelik.
Hughes said the transfer
could take place at once, depending on the weather conditions and time of day when the
cutter arrives. He said he did not
know where the seamen might
be taken once turned over to
American custody.
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-Editorial- Gromyko seen as Reagan aid
BiiHng option fair
It is unfortunate that the University must use
group billing as a way to pay for vandalism
damages on campus when the guilty party is
unknown after about a week.
However, making students pay for vandalism
damages in their residence halls is a fairer solution
than what was used previously. In the past, all
University students paid for damage costs as part
of room fee increases.
Now students will pay for damages only when
they occur in their individual residence halls, even
if the students were not in their residence halls
when the damages occurred.
We hope the new policy will cause students to be
more conscious of how their behavior could affect
others and improve living conditions in the residence halls. It is used at Ohio State University and
many other colleges according to Fayetta Paulsen,
associate vice president for Academic Affairs;
residential services.
Paulsen compared group billing to the University's food coupon system. In the coupon system
students pay for what they eat and with the group
billing policy, students pay for what they damage.
She said the University has been reviewing a
group billing plan for the last five years, adding
that it was rejected once because not enough
information had been available for a decision.
We hope the extra paperwork that a group billing
policy requires will be worth the effort.

Buchwald nails Will
as Chi. Cubs fanatic
and pretended he wasn't interested in the pennant race.
When he wasn't around we
George Will, the columnist, discussed his sudden change in
and I used to be friends. When it personality.
came to politics we didn't alOne of the pundits had a theways agree, but that never inter- ory. "I don't think George is
fered in our social relationship. able to deal with success. He's
What broke up the friendship so used to the Cubs losing that he
was baseball - the Chicago Cubs can't live with the possibility
to be exact. George is a Chicago that they may go all the way.
Cubs fan, a member of the very, After 41 years of being a loser he
very small band of brothers and can't accept the fact that be
sisters who year after year took might become a winner."
pride in rooting for a team that
'"It's even more than that," a
had been in the cellar so many Yankee supporter said. "Cub
times the Preservation Society fans took pride in supporting a
on Monuments had declared it a team that rarely won a game.
National Fall-out Shelter.
They enjoyed playing the role of
George's charm was that be the underdog. If the Cubs go to
believed in the Cubs, who hadn't the World Series there wffl be
won a pennant since 1945. Every nothing unique about them. The
spring he would tell anyone who fans also resent the fact that
listened how the Cubs would rise after so many years of being
from the ashes and regain their shunned and laughed at, everyrightful place in baseball. To our one is now jumping on the Cub
credit, those of us who under- bandwagon. Their privacy has
stood baseball never put George been invaded. They lived in a
down. We always humored mm fantasy world for so long that
and said, "Sure, George. This is it's no fun when their fantasy
the Cubs' year."
has come true."
Whenever the Cubs won a
"Maybe it has and maybe it
game during the postwar years hasn't.''
George considered it a religious
"You can't be mad at everyexperience. One time the beam body just because the Cubs
was only 63 games out of first aren't losing. You've got to
place during the middle of the come to terms with the fact that
season, and George had it fig- they are winners. It was Vince
ured out that if every other team Lombardi who said 'Losing isn't
in the national league lost every everything - it's the only
one of its games the Cubs could
win the pennant. As a believer in
abardi was never a Cub
lost causes George was in a fan," Will replied.
class by himself.
''That's neither here nor
Whether Will's faith in the there. You should be happy your
Chicago Cubs affected his team is on top. You stayed in the
judgment concerning the politi- cellar with them all these years.
cal subjects he wrote about was You now have every right to
something we never questioned. enjoy their success. We don't
We just assumed that Will was begrudge them winning; why
able to separate his emotional should you?"
attachment to the Cubs from his
"I don't think it's anybody's
trenchant commentary. Except business."
for his quirk about baseball,
"But your attitude is affecting
George made as much sense as your work."
any conservative commentator
"How so?"
in this town.
"Just the other day you wrote
But something happened to that Reagan would probably win
Will this year. For reasons that the election. No one in his right
no one can explain, the lowly mind would make a prediction
Cubs started winning.
like that unless he had truly lost
As they started climbing up in his marbles."
their division George became
Art Buchwald Is a writer for
more morose and nervous. He the los Angeles Times Syndiwas short tempered and bitter. cate.
He refused to discuss baseball
by Art Buchwald
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by Barry Schweld
President Reagan couldn't
have picked a better prop than
Andrei Gromyko if he intends to
contrast American sweet reasonableness with Soviet intransigence at their meeting this
month.
But if Reagan's intention is to
explain U.S. policy on the stalled
nuclear arms talks or on the
many other areas of disagreement, the Soviet foreign
minister is the right man for
that, as well.
Through most of his career,
Gromyko symbolized the Kremlin's tough side. In 1957, when be
was named to the post, he already was known as the Soviet
"nyet" man. In fact, his appointment as ambassador to Washington in 1943 at the tender age
of 38 was intended as a snub.
And yet, Gromyko also is an
able diplomat who has dealt
with eight presidents including
Reagan.
By all accounts, he is at the
height of his powers at 75. Analysts within the State Department and outside agree
Gromyko holds greater sway
over Soviet foreign policy than
anyone else in the collective
leadership, possibly including
President Konstantin Chernenko.
After the Sept. 28 meeting in
the White House, he reports to
the Politburo and probably to
the Communist Party Central
Committee meeting, which officials here expect to be in early
October.
Gromyko is the first ranking
Soviet official Reagan has seen
in his 44 months in the White
House. It won't be a negotiating
session; arms control talks will
remain suspended at least until
next year.
Reagan says he might be able
to convince the foreign minister
"the United States means no
harm." He also, according to a
knowledgeable U.S. official, intends to urge the Soviets to give
ground on human rights by easing up on dissidents and political
prisoners and reviving Jewish
emigration.
Secretary of State George
Shultz will go into more detail
with Gromyko beforehand, at a
meeting in New.York. Topics on
the agenda include improving

"OUT t»AMtJ6P SPOT-*
trade and increasing scientific
exchanges.
No major breakthroughs are
expected, however. "It's more a
Suestion what impression Mr.
romyko comes out with and
takes back to the Politburo,"
said the official, who spoke only
if not identified.
Gromyko came to Washington
in 1941 as counselor to the Soviet
Embassy. In two years he was
ambassador. By 1946 he was
chief Soviet delegate to the
United Nations. In 1957 he was
foreign minister.
As U.S. policy toward Moscow
had its ups and downs, Gromyko
was on hand, generally unsmil-

ing and saying as little as possible in public. He sat at Stalin's
side at Yalta toward the end of
World War II, at Nikita Khrushchev's during the table-thumping episode at the United
Nations in 1960, and at Leonid
Brezhnev's at the signing of the
Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty in Vienna in 1979.
Reagan may be tough on Gromyko in the Oval Office. But he
probably won't be tougher than
President Truman was with
Foreign Minister V.M. Molotov
a few days after he succeeded
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Truman suspected the Soviets
were fudging on the Yalta

agreement to allow "free unfettered" elections in Poland. He
told Molotov the United States
expected Moscow to live up to
the agreement
In his memoirs, Truman
quotes Molotov as saying, "I've
never been talked to like that in
my life."
Truman said he responded:
"Carry out your agreements
and you won't get talked to like
that."
Gromyko was there, too, at
Molotov s side.
Barry Schweid specializes in
US.Soviet relations in reporting on diplomacy for The Associated Press.

Do gays have privacy rights?
by George F. Will
Presidential campaigns can
produce a net subtraction from
public understanding. Attention
given to ersatz events comes at
the expense of attention to real
events. Rallies are recorded;
real dues to the future are
scant.
One such clue may have come
recently when a judge who is on
President Reagan's short list of
potential Supreme Court nominees made a decision illuminating a Judicial style, and a
potential path for a return to
reasonableness on the abortion
issue.
The decision was by Robert
Bork of the U.S. Court of Aprfor the District of ColumIt concerned the Navy's
right to discharge a sailor for
repeatedly engaging In homosexual activities in barracks on
a Naval base. The sailor contended that the discharge violated his constitutional right to
privacy.
Navy rules stipulate that homosexual behavior shall normally result In discharge
because homosexuality in a military environment seriously Impairs efficiency and morale. The
question was: Does homosexual
conduct enjoy the overriding
protection of a constitutionally
protected "privacy right"?
The drama of the question
derives from the fact that in 1973
the Supreme Court discovered a

constitutional right to abortion.
It discovered that right within a
larger zone of privacy rights
that the Court could not convincingly relate to other constitutional provisions.
The sailor argued that Court
rulings on privacy have, cumulatively established this principle: Government should not
interfere with an Individual's
freedom to control Intimate personal decisions regarding his or
her body, except when compelling state interests make it necessary. He argued that
consensual homosexual activities fall within a zone of constitutionally protected privacy
more Important than the Navy's
concerns.
Bork wrote that the Court has
neither said nor logically implied such a principle. The idea
of a privacy right grew as a
supposed ''emanation" from
other guarantees explicitly
made in the Constitution. When
the Court first spoke of a privacy
right-by-emanation, the Court
was merely recognising that it is
sometimes necessary to protect
an activity not explicitly protected in the Constitution in order to protect another that is.
Bork's analysis is broadly majoritarian, deferring to the discretion of the community's
popularly elected branches of
government as they make
choices about activities that
shall be, on moral grounds, regulated. He pointedly noted that
even in the chaotic 1978 abortion

decision, the Court said the privacy right" cannot be said to be
absolute. In fact, it is not clear to
us that the claim ... that one
has an unlimited right to do with
one's body as one pleases has a
close relationship to the right of
privacy previously articulated
in the Court's decision."
Indeed. The previously articulated right of privacy was subservient to the community's
decision to protect other activities on moral grounds. Although
Bork does not reach out to the
issue, his analysis makes clear
the difficulty of finding in the
Constitution or in a settled, coherent body of Court decisions a
basis for denying the community the right to regulate abortion.
How. suddenly, In 1973, did the
laws of 50 states become unconstitutional burdens on a right of
abortion? What had happened to
the community's right of democratic choice regarding the values at issue? Perhaps a clue to
the Court's unarticulated thinking is In an argument the sailor
adduced for a constitutional privacy right to protection for homosexual activity.
He argued that the very fact
of community disapproval of an
activity disables the government from regulating the activity. That is, unless any activity
disapproved by the community
is given the special status of a
protected constitutional right,
then no minority rights are safe.
Bork replied that this theory -

that majority morality and majority choice is always made
presumptively invalid by the
Constitution - attacks the premise of Democratic government.
It would "destroy the basis for
much of the most valued legislation our country has. It would,
for example, render legislation
about civil rights, worker
safety, the protection of the environment, and much more, unconstitutional. In each of these
areas, legislative majorities
have made moral choices contrary to the desires of minorities."

Politics is the act of converting people to or gaining support
for an opinion, particularly one
with social import. Politics are
not controlled by the Constitution, so long as the conduct of
such politics does not interfere
with any rights protected by the
Constitution.

of a private citizen. His right to
expound any set of moral views,
be it those of the "Moral Majority" or the Hare Krishna, is
protected by the First Amendment. As a candidate he is not
siting In a governing capacity.
No matter how much you or I
disagree with his views, and I do
disagree, this freedom can not
be abridged.
However, any promises that
Mr: Reagan makes as a candidate will have to pass the Constitutional test, first in the eyes of
Congress and later in the eyes of
the courts, if they are to become
and remain laws. This is assum-

ing Mr. Reagan receives a mandate from the people to push for
such laws as a government official and not just a private citizen.
For those of you that disagree
with Mr. Reagan, the most you
can do is show his moral ideal to
be faulty by a little politicking of
your own. Or, you can vote for
Mr. Mandate, if you feel his
ideas are tenable, which I don't.
It is not legally possible to deny
Mr. Reagan the right to put forth
the views he puts forth.

(The sailor's lawyer, insisting
that moral abhorrence could
never be a basis for regulating
an activity, was asked about
bestiality. He replied that bestiality could be prohibited because it is cruel to animals which, evidently, he considers
abhorrent.)
Bork struggled to extract
from the Supreme Court's various privacy pronouncements a
principle applicable to the sailor's case. However, his analysis
Is an Intimation of how a
reconstituted Court could, on
majoritarian grounds, dis-establish some freshly minted constitutional "rights" and restore the
community's right to make
moral choices.
George Willisa writer for the
Washington Post Writers Group.

Letters
President has the
right of expression
There is a great deal of debate
about whether or not religion
and politics are separable in
practice. Although, it is theoretically possible to construct a
state in which they would be, in
the United States of America
they are not. The rights vested
by the Constitution do not allow
politics and religion to be separated by law. But, politics and
government are not the same
thing.

Government, the act of governing, is covered by the Constitution. All government actions
must fit Constitutional constraints.
As a political candidate, Mr.
Reagan is acting In the capacity

Simon Y. Blackwell
630 North Summit

Local
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Stems from 16th century art of acupuncture

Acupressure involves healing by massage
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

Whenever Eric suffers from a
headache, he rubs his temples
continuosly to try and relieve
the pain. If Sara suffers from a
tennis injury, she massages it to
ease the soreness.
These methods to relieve pain
are what experts call acupressure and according to Toledo
chiropractor Dr. David Engle,
there is much more to this an-

cient form of healing than rubbing temples.
Engle said acupressure,
which involves healing by massage, stems from the 16th century art of acupuncture, which
uses needles.
According to Engle, most people think acupuncture means
that placing a needle or rubbing
in one area will ease the pain in
another. However, it involves
much more and requires indepth understanding before it

can be beneficial, he said.
"Most people research acupuncture generically and become very frustrated when they
see an ad which tells them to put
a clip here and lose weight instantly and it does not work," he
said. "There is much more to
it."
Engle said acupuncture is
based on a life force called 'chi'
which involves meridian lines
running through the body which
help balance the lymph (a pale

liquid consisting of plasma),
blood flow, cerebral spinal fluid
and the nervous system.
MERIDIANS ARE paired and
when one becomes stronger than
the other, an imbalance occurs,
Engle said. Meridian therapy acupuncture - tries to maintain
this balance.
According to an article in
"Prevention," acupressure is
based on the same idea.
The article said there are two
purposes in using this method.

Games, music planned for Fall Fest
by Shelly Trusty
reporter

UAO, Theta Chi and Sigma
Chi are presenting Fall Fest
Sept. 22 noon to 7 p.m. at College
Park.
According to UAO Vice President Julie Freedheim, Fall Fest
will mark the first time the
Theta Chi Ox Roast and Sigma
Chi Derby Days will coincide.
"I'm really looking forward to
this," Freedheim said. "It will

be a big event where the Greek
community will be working with
the non-Greek community. It
was co-programmed and it
should work out really well."
She said UAO and Theta Chi
have worked on the Ox Roast
together for about four years.
But this is our chance to
bring Derby Days back to the
campus," she said. Derby Days,
a series of games and events
held by Sigma Chi fraternity,
has not been held for several
years.

FREEDHEIM ADMITTED
"We've never actually roasted
an ox at the Ox Roast. There
were too many things to worry
about - health problems and
such - so we have always
roasted hot dogs."
This year's Fall Fest will include games, food, entertainment, beer and other beverages.
"We have it set up so people
who can't drink can still attend," Freedheim said. "There
will be equal access to food,

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Special Offer 5j

Carousel
Beauty Shop te
$5

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

214 Napolean Rd.
Bowling Green, OH.

-

Braiding Styles Available
140 E. Woost.r, 352-0800
Mon.-Set 9-6:30. Thurs. '«• 8 p.m.

10/3/84—

r Dateline
Wednesday, Sept. 19

Cultural Conversation - An
informal meeting is being
held tonight 7 to 9 p.m. in the
International Student Center
(16 Williams Hall). Discussion topics include the
relationship between Taiwan
and the People's Republic of
China. Free and open to all.
Saxophone Recital - Kenneth Radnofsky will give a
guest recital at 8 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free and open to all.
Spanish Films - "El Verdugo" and "La Escopeta Na-

352-1195

^Good thru Oct. 8

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

little Caesars

cional" will be shown starting
at 7 n.m. in 112 Life Sciences
Building. Both movies will
have English subtitles. Free
and open to all.
Woven Coverlet Display Features more than 30 contemporary and 19th century
weavings. They are on display in the McFall Center
Gallery 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Free and open to all.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
an welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
PV
W(-

*4%i ALL SERVICES

• laundry facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game room
• swimming pool • sauna • plus gas & electric

NEXUS

"The biggest mistake in all
health care is that in an expert's
Krticular field, they think they
ve all the answers," he said.
Engle warned that only using
one therapy for treatment is not
good.
"A headache can be caused by
many things, such as an imbalance in the digestive track.
Therefore, rubbing one's
temples may not ease the pain
but it could relieve the tension,"
he said.

m> 20% OFF

1 Bedroom - $270
furnished
all utilities paid
TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$250-265 - unfurnished

V

Ask for Peggy Or Susan

•8KEDKEN

games and entertainment, but
the beer drinkers will be separated from the non-drinkers by a
fence."
Five bands are scheduled to
play: the Bowlers, the Wet Shavers, the Urge, Spellbound and
Fayrewether.
Although there is no cost to
attend Fall Fest, students must
pay for food and beverages. All
Proceeds will go to the American
ancer Society and Wallace Village, a home for the mentally
retarded in Bromfield, Colo.

One is "to physically heal by
invigorating blood and lymph,
by mending old muscle injuries
or by putting joints back into
shape."
Trie second purpose is "to
make us emotional and perhaps
physically healthier."
Engle said acupressure is a
science and has been proven to
help in some areas. He said he
incorporates it into his chiropractic methods but does not
rely entirely upon it.

Vicki Ernsthausen, Cherie Orians
Formerly from Macy's

Tim Messenger
115 Clough, 352-0061

NOW OPEN

pizzalpizza
TWO GREAT PIZZAS!
ONE LOW PRICE.

Bowling Green

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS!

354-6500
. 112 Mercer St.
(Mercer at Wooster behind McDonalds)

95

WITH
2
ITEMS

No coupon necessary
BGN
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University Performing Dancers holding tryouts
were given a warm-up and
learned a series of dance combinations. Then, the selection
committee broke the dancers up
into small groups, watched them
perform the dance combinations
and chose the dancers they felt
had the technique required for
call-backs.
"During the auditions, there
is always a lot of nervousness,"
Deborah Tell, artistic director of
the company, said. "When the
dancers do not get called back.

by Andrew Wilson
reporter

Nervousness and pressure feelings a student may have
during finals week - take on a
different meaning for those auditioning for the University Performing Dancers.
Auditions were held last week
by the company, one of two
dance companies at the University, to select this year's troupe.
During auditions, dancers

they just have to think of it as
part ot oeing a dancer.
"Sometimes you make it and
sometimes you don't. I'm sure
that they get upset but they
usually come back and try ft
again.
Jane Weiner is a senior elementary and deaf education
major, dance minor and member of University Performing
Dancers. She said, "You get a
sense of defeat when you don't
make it. You go in with all these

expectations and you're met
with something different"
ACCORDING TO Tell, potential members of the troupe must
demonstrate the willingness to
take the time and commitment.
"We are looking for someone
with a good sense of their own
body, someone with some technique and some performing
qualities," she said.
Weiner said performing with
the company takes a lot of time,
dedication and hard work.

$2 OFF i SIOFF S5CXOFF
i-TZZO

Any lory* 16" pizza

Any medium 13" pizza

with TWO or mort ltem»

with TWO or moro Items

opfN
OPEN

352-5166

4. p.m.

Free Delivery
OUt COUPON PfB PIZZB

VOTED eesTPizzp. IN e.c

Any Miall HO" pizza
or large tub

ft— Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZB
PkroopsVi
OPEN 4 P.m.

352-5166

VOTED KST PIZZA IN s.a

I

rizl r

* OPEN 4 p.m.

352-5166

Free Delivery
ONI COUPON PER ORDER
VOTED (ESTPIZZfl IN B.C.

QUQDQNQE
2 SEPTEMBER SPECIALS
DRINK
SPECIAL
LOMG
ISLAND
TEA

FOOD
SPECIAL
GRANDE
BGRRITO
NOW 3.95!

"It's a shame that we work so
hard and still remain so unknown," she said.
The University Performing
Dancers will perform March 2123 in University Hall's Main
Auditorium.

Cause of student's
death still unknown
respond to lifesaving efforts by
Harmon Hall residents or the
Bowling Green Rescue Squad.
He was pronounced dead at
Wood County Hospital at 7:30
p.m. Monday.

by Geoffrey Barnard

wire editor

The cause of death is still
unknown for James Casey, the
freshman who died Monday after collapsing in a friend's room
in Harmon Hall.
Dr. Roger Peatee, Wood
County Coroner, completed a
preliminary examination yesterday and said Casey "looked
healthy" and nothing about the
death appeared unusual.
"The results of the gross auSsy were negative," Peatee
1 "The gross autopsy looks
basically at all the organs you
can see with the naked eye. I
don't know what killed him."
Casey, who lived at 323 Darrow, had been having difficulty
breathing while talking with a
friend at 5:40 p.m. Monday,
according to Clifton Boutelle,
director of public relations.
Casey collapsed and did not

CASEY REPORTEDLY had
been playing football Monday
afternoon, but Peatee does not
think physical activity had any
bearing on the cause of death.
"I don't know how vigorously
he was playing," Peatee said,
"but ordinarily you wouldn't
think that would have any bearing (on the cause of death.)"
Peatee said Casey had a history of throat infections, but
"nothing of significance showed
up in that area."
Further tests are being run on
blooci and tissue samples which
may reveal the cause of death,
but it may be a "couple of
weeks" before it is determined,
Peatee said.

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm

HON. Main

$33 value

"Best Appetizers & Cocktails in Town t*
352-1092

movement.
Weiner said dancing, especially modern dancing, does not
get the recognition it deserves at
the University.

"There is something inside of
you that wants to do it and that's
wnat Keeps you going, sne saw.
Company members take
classes together, learn repertory and perform.
The group performs modem
dance, not ballet.
Although modern dance does
borrow some of its techniques
from ballet, it is different because modern dance does not
require ballet-style clothing and
there is more freedom of Dody

NOW $28 includes haircut

SUNDANCE
X 24

good through 10/1/84
valid only with coupon
walk-Ins welcome

W. Wooster
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
aMach2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special rornrnitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask

about our undergraduate officer cornrnissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduatr. programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,00 J to $23,000. And you can count on
goinf, farther... faster.

Go further.

352-2611

There is a difference in quality in
comparing photo copies to offset
printing...

1000 (8V2 x 11)
printed sheets

iHaybtyooambtontofus.

$23.00
Quality is not the only difference..
OUR price is better too!!!

SAVE AT...

MCRM S

'

111 South Main Street
Bowling Green, OH '43402
(419) 352-5762

quick print, inc.

F3f Hairways
'HERE FOR ALL YOUR
HAIR NEEDS"

ATTENTION!!
First Time Customers
IBring in this AD and get

a FREE SHAMPOO
Located
in Stadium
Plaza

See Capt Fedyna or Lt Bembenek Sept 18 & 19 on campus or call collect (313)
961-0892

"Donna
"Debbie
•Diann
352-2107
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LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER 1
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'n *e ^00Pera*'ve Education Program

*^et Practica' Experience in Your Field of Interest
'Enhance your Employment Opportunities
'Earn Academic Credit (With Departmental Approval)
,Earn Money While Learning On-The-Job

II you want to earn while you learn, apply now lor one of these available positions. /^/\ft\
Visit the Cooperative Education Office ♦ 222 Administration Building or Call 372-2451.
2.
EMPLOYER: Large Automotive
Supplier
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Accounting
major (Interviews October 4,1984)
PAY RATE Sl.lOO/month
START DATE: January 1985

3.
EMPLOYER: Washington Federal Agency
POSITION: Computer Programmer
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Science Major with 2.5 GPA
PAY RATE J4.00-6.00/hour
START DATE January 1985

4.
EMPLOYER: Washington Federal Agency
POSITION: Mathematical Statistician
QUALIFICATIONS: Math Major
with 2.5 GPA
PAY RATE 54.00-6.00/hour
START DATE: January 1985

3.
EMPLOYER: Dayton CPA Firm
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr or Sr with
3.0 GPA, Dayton area resident
preferred
PAY RATE J6.0O-8.0O/hour
START DATE: January 1985

7.
EMPLOYER: Federal Agency in
Washington
POSITION: Graduate Cooperative Interships
QUALIFICATIONS: Variety oftnajors with GPA of 3.0, summer
only
PAY RATE: Annual equivalent of
$16,559
START DATE: Summer I98S

8.
EMPLOYER: Minneapolis Company
POSITION: Technical and Scientific Programming
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior Computer Science major
with 2.8 GPA
PAY RATE 57.55/hour plus revocation expenses
START DATE Summer 1985

9.
EMPLOYER: Columbus Company
POSITION: Software Applications
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Scientists with assembler and 3.0
GPA
PAY RATE $7.00/hour
START DATE: January 1985

M.
EMPLOYER: Dayton Manufacturing Firm
POSITION: Management and Supervision
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors with
majors in Production and Supervision Management or Manufacturing Technology
PAY RATE: $54-70/day
START DATE May 1985

11.
EMPLOYER: Akron Company
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
Accounting major with GPA of
3.0 or above
PAY RATE Sl.lOO/month
START DATE: Summer or Fall of
1985

13.
EMPLOYER: Toledo Company
POSITION: Research Analyst
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate
student .with good research and
communications skills
PAY RATE: So.OO/hour for a 20
hour week. Must work Spring and
Summer.
START DATE' January 1985

M.
EMPLOYER: Evansville, Ind.
Company
POSITION: Scientific Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Chemistry
or Biology undergrad with 3.0
GPA
PAY RATE S257 week
START DATE: January 1985

15.
EMPLOYER: Evansville. Ind.
Company
POSITION: Applied Systems Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Science or MIS major with 3.0
GPA
PAY RATE S257/week
START DATE: Fall 1985

It.
EMPLOYER: Rochester. N.Y.
Company
POSITION: Programming Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Science or MIS major with 3.3
GPA
PAY RATE about $325 week
START DATE January or August 1985

17.
EMPLOYER: Lima Organization
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior Accounting major with typing skills
PAY RATE S5.89/hour
START DATE January 1985

M,

21.
EMPLOYER: Warren Manufacturer
POSITION: Accounting Co-ops
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior with 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: S57-68/day
START DATE: January. May or
August 1985

22.
EMPLOYER: Dayton Company
POSITION: Computer Programming
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior MIS
or Computer Science with COBOL
and 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: S6.00/hour
START DATE: May 1985

1*.
EMPLOYER: Washington Federal Agency
POSITION: Geographer
QUALIFICATIONS: At least
Sophomore with 2.5 GPA
PAY RATE: S4.00-6.00/hour
START DATE: January I98S

EMPLOYER: Washington Federal Agency
POSITION: Statistician
QUALIFICATIONS: Any major
with 2.5 GPA and 1 math and 1
slats course
PAY RATE: J4.00-6.00/hour
START DATE January 1985

25.
EMPLOYER: Federal Agency in
Maryland
POSITION: Physics and Computer Science
QUALIFICATIONS: Sohomore
or Junior with 2.0 GPA
PAY RATE: Annual Equivalent
of $9.70Oto til.900
START DATE: January or May
1983

2*.
EMPLOYER: Van Wen Company
POSITION: Management Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores
or Juniors in Management and
Manufacturing Technology with a
3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: about $7.00/hour
START DATE: May 1985

27.
EMPLOYER: Akron Organization
POSITION: Marketing Co-op in
Akron or elsewhere
QUALIFICATIONS: Late Junior
or Senior In Marketing or business
with 2.5 GPA
PAY RATE $5.50/hour
START DATE January 1985 or
May 1985

28.
EMPLOYER: Florida Entertainment Facility
POSITION: College Program
Trainee
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores
or Juniors - any major
PAY RATE: S4.00/hour
START DATE: Spring Semester
1985

19.
EMPLOYER: Newark based Airline
POSITION: Reservation System
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores
or Juniors • any major, must have
2.5 GPA
PAY RATE: 55.00 hour
START DATE Spring Semester
1985

32.
EMPLOYER: Toledo Based Automotive Manufacturer
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior Accounting majors with a background in C.S.
PAY RATE Jl,000-l,200/month
START DATE: Spring 1985

33.
EMPLOYER: Dayton AFB
POSITION: Computer Science
/MIS Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior C.S. or MIS majors with
2.3 GPA. Dayton area residents
preferred
PAY RATE determined by number of credit hours completed
START DATE Spring or Summer
1985

34.
EMPLOYER: Toledo TV Station
POSITION: V.C.T., Copywriting.
Videography
QUALIFICATIONS: See job descriptions potted in Co-op Office
PAY RATE: N/A
START DATE: Spring 1985

35.
EMPLOYER: Bowling Green
Plant
POSITION: Electronics Technology Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Electronic
Technology majors with mechanical background
PAY RATE $4.OH/hour
START DATE Spring 1985

40.
EMPLOYER: Government
Agency
POSITION: Trainee Industrial
Hygienist Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: 60 Hrs in
Industrial Hygiene, Chemistry or
Health Fields
PAY RATH: Competitive - based
on student status
START DATE ASAP.

41.
EMPLOYER: Manufacturing
Company
POSmON: Electronics Technology Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Student in
Electronics Technology
PAY RATE Jl.lOO/month
START DATE January 1985

37.
EMPLOYER: Cincinnati Area
Camps
POSITION: Outdoor Education
Interns
QUALIFICATIONS: Liberal Arts
or Education majors
PAY RATE S40-60/week
START DATE: Spring or Summer
19(3

M.
EMPLOYER: Amherst Area Manufacturer
POSITION: C.S. Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr C.S. or
MiS majors with 3.5 GPA. Cobol
required
PAY RATE SI.000-1,400/month.
housing provided
START DATE: Spring Semester
1915

39.
EMPLOYER: Banking Equipment
Manufacturer
POSITION: Technical Writer
QUALIFICATIONS: Need excellent writing skills
PAY RATE I7.O0-8.00/hour
START DATE January 1985

43.
EMPLOYER: MUk Company
POSITION: Computer Science
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr or Sr
Computer Science Student
PAY RATE S3.33/hour
START DATE- January 1985

44.
EMPLOYER: Convenience Store
POSITION: Retailing A Management Co-op (Part-time)
QUALIFICATIONS: Retailing
Major
PAY RATE $3.35/hour
START DATE A.S.A.P.

45.
EMPLOYER: Large Retail Store
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Accounting
Majors Juniors or early Seniors
PAY RATE about S4.00/hour
START DATE: January 1915

3X&

\

i.
EMPLOYER: Large Automotive
Supplier
POSITION: Computer Science
Co-op
QUALIFICATION: Cobol needed
(Interviews October 4, 1984)
PAY RATE Sl.lOO/month
START DATE: January 1983

31.
EMPLOYER: Cleveland Accounting Firm
POSITION: Accounting Internship
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors with 3.0 GPA. must have 1
course in auditing
PAY RATE: Sl.OOO/month
START DATE: Spring 1983

|

13.
EMPLOYER: Dayton Company
POSITION: Purchasing
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior Procurement major with 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE S6.00/hour
START DATE: May 1985

t.
EMPLOYER: Federal Agency in 1
Washington
POSITION: Undergrad Co-ops
QUALIFICATIONS: Almost any 1
major with 2.75 GPA
PAY RATE: Annual equivalent of 1
SI 2.500
START DATE: Summer 1985

12.
EMPLOYER: Toledo Company
POSITION: Public Relations Co- 1
op
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate or 1
undergraduate to do public rela- 1
lions work
PAY RATE: S5/hour for 20 hour 1
week. Must work Spring and Sum- 1
mer.
START DATE January 1985

11.
EMPLOYER: Lima Organization
POSITION: Programming Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior
Computer Science or MIS major
who can program IBM-PC Basic
PAY RATE S5.89/hour
START DATE: January 1985

24.
EMPLOYER: Dayton Company
POSITION: Programming Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior MIS or Computer Scienlists with COBOL and 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: $6.00/hour
START DATE: January 1985

3S.
EMPLOYER: Automotive Equipmem Manufacturer
POSITION: Materials Mgrat. CoOP
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior majoring in Materials
Mgmt.
PAY RATE: $l,200/month
START DATE Spring Semester
1985

36.
EMPLOYER: Cleveland Man
ufacturing Co.
POSITION: MIS/C.S. Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
or Junior majoring in C.S. or MIS
with 3.0 GPA, must be from
Cleveland Area
PAY RATE: competitive
START DATE Spring 1985

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

42.
EMPLOYER: Manufacturing II
Company
POSITION: Manufacturing Tech- II
nologist Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Student in II
Manufacturing Technology
PAY RATE Sl.lOO/month
START DATE January 1985

Interested students are urged to attend the information meeting

Wednesday, September 19, 1984
408 Mosley Hall 7:30 PM
1
The Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to explain the
advantages and specifications of the program and the available positions. If you
are unable to attend, please stop by the office, 222 Ad. Bldg.
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WBGCI continues to offer service after 20 years
by Tim Dehnhoff
reporter

After 20 years, WBGU-TV
continues to offer educational
and instructional programming
to the public and laboratory
experience to students.
The station on Troup Street is
licensed to the University. It is
on the air an average of 120
hours a week. Public broadcasting fills 76 percent of the programming schedule with
elementary and secondary educational shows filling another 17
percent. Post-secondary programming completes the schedule.

Photo/ Alex Hoivath
Brian Radar, senior radio-television-film major, watches the moniters at WBGtl-TV, Channel 57, aspart of
his job as technical director.

Dr. Duane Tucker, general
manager of the station, said,
"Compared to the rest of the TV
stations in Ohio, our production
of the programs for local, state
and national distribution is
among the top. In terms of budget, we're in the middle."
He said the station has many
functions. Among them is to
comply with Federal Communication Commission regula-

tions and broadcast to the
general public, he said. Other
objectives include broadcasting
daytime educational programs
for schools, offering students
professional employment and
Croviding closed-circuit instruconal television for the University.
The station also does public
service announcements for the
University.

IN 1981, an addition to the
building was constructed. It was
the first time all staff and services were housed under the
same roof.
Total construction cost was
$300,000, paid by the Northwest
Ohio Educational Television
Foundation and a leasing
agreement by WBGU-TV with
the foundation for $150,000.
The land for the addition was
leased to NWOET by the University for 25 years at $1 a year,
with the station reverting back
to the University upon expiration.
The station has three immediate goals, according to Tucker,

who has worked at WBGU-TV
for 20 years. They are obtaining
a new transmitter to increase
wattage from 750,000 to 1 million, and purchasing a mobile
unit to cover events in northwest
Ohio, Indiana and Michigan.
The third goal is to change
frequencies, from channel 57 to
27. He said lower numbered stations offer better signals and use
less energy.
University students interested
in broadcasting have the opportunity for hands-on experience
combined with academic training.
T
'We are training 50 to 60 parttime student employees for the
station under the supervision of
a full-time staff (member)."
Tucker said. "Some of the jobs
the students perform include
directing programs, floor managing, audio engineering,
lights, sets and graphic arts."
This month the station will be
showcasing the University in a
series titled "University Perspective." The program will
deal with University research
activities and cultural events.

REFLEX SNARED BY MAN AND BEAVER IS KEEPING BUR SCIENTISTS BUSY.
How do mammals stay underwater for prolonged periods of
time without the lack of oxygen causing brain or heart damage?
American Heart Association-funded research, led by Thomas
A. McKean. Ph.D., is uncovering new information on the way a
beaver modifies his body's use of oxygen as soon as his nose hits
the water. This "diving reflex" means the animal's system automatically routes blood to the vital organs most easily damaged
by lack of oxygen — and even slows his heartbeat to reduce its
oxygen needs.
Amazingly enough, the same is true of the human nose.
Now doctors can treat one kind of abnormally fast heart
rhythm by immersing the patient's face in chilly water long
enough to trigger the reflex. And a slower, normal rhythm
emerges.
_^

BSU
BLACK STUDENT UNION
WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS
TO THE

GENERAL BODY MEETING
7 pm AM AN I ROOM
SEPT.20, 1984
EVERYONE WELCOME

SKI

;

Steamboat
Jan. 5-13
•
•
•
•

JL i 3
includes:
Lilt tickets (4 out of 5 days)
Lodging at Timber Run Condos
Round trip transportation
Parties

Sign up today!
In the UAO office, 3rd floor. Union.
$100 deposit due upon signup.
Call 372-2343 for more information.

Undergraduate Student Government

S

8

Undergraduate Student
Government

s

On-Off Campus
District Representatives

ELECTIONS
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Thurs., September 20
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Poll Areas:
Union Foyer
10:00 • 5:00

Jerome Library
10:00 -10:00

Save 25% to 50%

Fall-seasoned sweaters

Sal* 11.89 Reg. $16. Lovely lacy cotton knit pullover with versatile
V neckline. Wide choice of colors. Misses' sizes S.M.L.
Sale 15.99 Orig. $32 Fun-to-wear V-neck pullover with your pick
ol embroidered pet pals. Acrylic knit. Misses' sizes S.M.L.
Sal* 15.99 Reg. $22 Beautifully textured boucle cardigan serves
as a jacket toss-on, too. Acrylic knit. Misses' sizes S.M.L
Whtrt percentage oft represents savings on original prices, Intermediate
markdowna may have been taken.

S
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JCPenney
Company. Inc
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Show IMS your student i.D. Card
For an Extra 10% Discount *

BOWLING GREEN
Crossroads Plaza
1135 S. Main Street
354-3911
COPTMOHT © 1904 BY RBVCO D 8.. IMC

•(ONLY B.G.S.U. STUDENT I.D.3
QUALIFY FOR 10% DISCOUNT)
DISCOUNT DOtS NOT APMY TO
AlCOHCH, TOBACCO PRODUCTS. fllM
PRODUCTS, MAGAZINES OR SOFT DRINKS

Itanu available while quanUUee teat

t7Revco
DISCOUNT DRUG
Revoo firm the right to limit quanUUee

Elsewhere
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Overcrowding at
Lima jail violates
prisoners9 rights

Grenada tried to avoid attack
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
year before the U.S.-led invasion of Grenada, then-Prime
Minister Maurice Bishop outlined in a secret speech his
strategy for establishing a
Marziit-Leninist state but
warned that the plan must
remain secret lest it provoke
American military action.
Accordingly, Bishop said,
he had invited a number of
"bourgeois" elements to join
his government so that the
United States, mindful that
"some nice fellas" had joined

the revolution, "wouldn't
think about sending in
troops."

IN THE SPEECH, a copy
of which was obtained by The
Associated Press, Bishop emphasized that the alliance
with bourgeois elements was
tactical. "They are not part of
our dictatorship," he said.
"They are not part of our rule
and control. We bring them in
for what we want to bring
them in for."
There is no way of proving
the speech is not a fabrication
or that it was delivered. On
the other hand, the administration last fall released hundreds of other documents it

The speech, delivered before a closed meeting of his
New Jewel Movement on
Sept. 13, 1962, was stamped
"Confidential" by Grenadian
authorities. U.S. officials said
it is the lead item in a compendium of party, state and
gtlice papers captured on
renada that the Reagan administrator] plans to release
shortly. No date has been set
as yet.

said were captured on Grenada and, so tar as is known,
their authenticity was not
challenged.

TOLEDO (AP) - Overcrowding at the Lima Correctional
Facility is violating prisoners'
civil and constitutional rights.
say 10 inmates who have tiled
suit in federal court here seeking relief from the alleged problems.
The class action suit was
placed on the court's docket
after a federal magistrate
waived a filing fee for the 10
inmates, who wrote the suit
without legal assistance and
filed it on behalf of all people
who have been or will be confined at the medium-security
penitentiary.
The suit alleges that the number of prisoners in the Lima
facility causes fire hazards,
mental and emotional distress
and hostility among inmates.
Harry K. Russell, superintendent of the Lima prison, was
named as a defendant along
with Gov. Richard Celeste; Anthony J. Celebrezze, Ohio attorney general; and Richard
•iter, director of the Ohio Deof Rehabilitation and

Bishop led the Grenadian
revolution from 1979 until he
was executed by leftist opponents on Oct. 19, 1983. Six
days later the United States,
saying it was worried about
the safety of the 700 or so
Americans on the island,
joined with other friendly Caribbean nations in an invasion
that led to the ouster of the
post-Bishop government.

'Not in nation's best interest'

Reagan says no to steel tariffs
WASHINGTON (AP) - In re- fected by compensation or
fusing to aid the steel industry, retaliation measures that tradReagan said the U.S. Interna- ing partners would be entitled to
tional Trade Commission's pro- take, Reagan said in a
Cl to put quotas and tariffs onstatement.
ercent of all steel imports
Under a policy outlined in the
was not in the national economic
statement, U.S. Trade Repinterest.
Thousands of jobs in steel resentative Bill Brock will negofabricating and other con- tiate "surge control"
suming industries might be af- arrangements with countries

TO'S Campus Corner

I
I
J352-7504
I
(across from Kohl Hall)
I
free BCSU design of your choice
I
w/purchase of any garment.
Garnet Ohns'I
-Design Specialist

Expires 9/24/84

\ll*3-W2°**J*F\-

"We don't have any doubt
about their willingness to enter
into these agreements," he said.
"Within the next 90 days we'll
have this problem behind us."

'WHUfF AVAITinW a healthy Might, "v™ need to lost, do it
:
^T^SSwSwH*
sensibly. By following a low-tat, nutritious
•
II AlMnfnMllS
meal plan. The American Heart Association
can suggest good reducing diets; consult
your doctor, too.

FREE 6 Pack of
Pepsi with any 16" Pizza

Delivery Only

Brock said he would seek voluntary limits on steel from Brazil and Spain. He said diversion
talks could involve Japan and
Korea.

UMrHlttTl Hi OVEHWEIQHT OVERBURDENS. SUy Jl ;

Myles Pizza Pub
puf

that are subsidizing imports,
dumping them at discounted
Bices, or diverting them to the
nited States to f iff gaps left by
other countries.
In addition, the administration said it will support legislation to make all voluntary
agreements and surge control
arrangements enforceable at
U.S. borders.

902 East Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

I John Konocny

coupon offer good thru 10-31-84

Nancy Behnleldt

Owner I
352-33651
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RUSSELL SAID Tuesday he
had not seen a copy of the suit,
but said such legal actions are
not unusual in any state prison.
"There's 18,500 (people) incarcerated in Ohio in 12 institutions. Consequently, these
institutions may or may not
have more people in them than
is desired," Russell said.
"Prison overcrowding and comnts about prison overcrowd; are not new to the courts."
suit, Bled Monday, asks

American Heart
Association
*
WFRE FIGHTING FOR YOUR UFE

the court to issue an emergency
order barring state officials
from prison policies that allegedly threaten inmates' health
and safety, and order correction
of alleged fire hazards and establishment of an adequate fire
escape plan at the Lima prison.
It also seeks fl million in
punitive damages to deter state
officials, who the suit says have
demonstrated a pattern of abusing state prisoners' rights, and
110,000 in compensatory damages to each plaintiff for the
alleged loss of rights and for
severe mental and emotional
distress.
THE SUIT SAYS the 10 plaintiffs live in the prison's Dormitory 9A with 106 other inmates.
It says the prison plans to add
nearly 30 more inmates to the
dormitory within two months.
The dormitory has a telephone,
a shower with two operating
nozzles, five toilets, six sinks, a
television, a pool table and two
writing tables, the suit says.
"The living ajeas in 9A are so
overcrowded and inadequate
that there is less than 12 square
feet per man," the complaint
alleges. "The rest of the space is
taken by beds (19.5 square feet
each) and lockers (4 square feet
each)."
It also claims there are no fire
exits in the dormitory, which
Russell denied.
He said he could not comment
on the specifics of the inmates'
other claims, saying he has not
measured the square feet of
space per inmate.
Almost one in four adult Americans
has high blood pressure. This
amounts to 37,330.000 people according to an American Heart
Association estimate.

v kinko's^
* The Campus Copy Shop ^r

OPEN EARLY « OPEN LATE * OPEN SEVEN DAYS
OPEN EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
SO YOU CAN MEET YOUR DEADLINES
| STORE HOURS: 7:30-10 p.m. M-F

9:00-6 Sat

Noon-5 Sun.

*-3rd District Representative*

J

CJSG

*

* Qualified'Concerned*
+

*
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A Smiths

|

*

HALLMARK AND
OFFICE SUPPLY

£
*

jCOMESEEUSM!
*
*

*

•25% off Assorted oil &
water colors
• Greeting cards & balloons
for aH occassions
•Ziggy Dolls
• Hundreds of New gifts

3541232
104 S. MAIN ST.
mama minus

WEDNESDAY NITE SPECIAL
FETTUCINE SHRIMP
$7.95

WILTON'S
Bow ling (ireen's Pat lu Plat tJ

Wed. Nite

FEATURING
A NEW BAND EVERY WEEK

cm HUP us wi mm
HAPPY HOURS 4:00 7:00 PM

Fri» Sat Nite?

Three Buck Covet lor Guys
Two Buck Cover for Gate
^***%
Drink
8:30 pm - midnight

Thurs. Nite

Featuring the Finest Dance
Music In Bowling Green
with RALPH * MIKE, the
CoHege Station Air Force

• Draft-n-Schrapps Nite

Specials Al Nite Long
NO COVER-—

1616 E. Wooster
In the Stadium Plaza

NIGHTS
• Specials for the ladies from
8pm-10pm
• No Cover
"Home of the Frog"

of angel flight

A Civilian, National, Honor,
Service Organization in support of
the U.S.A.F., A.F.R.O.T.C.,
B.G.S.U., and the B.G. Community.

Open To All Women

WEDNESDAY
AUDITION Mil.

4( 170 S. Main (Downtown) I
352-6675
*********************

RUSH
SILVER WINGS

Dates: Wed. Sept. 19 7:30 p.m.
Thurs. Sept. 20 7:30 p.m.
259 Memorial Hall
Call 352-5926 for more information.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
I not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, N] 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BL

\
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Investing our taxes: ph'o gets $300,000 a day
in interest from idle funds
COLUMBUS (AP) - Dennis
Yacobozzi sits in his state office
pushing buttons and earning an
average of more than $300,000
for the state each day.
As chief of State Treasurer
Mdry Ellen Withrow's investment division, the 35-year-old
Yacobozzi has a computer keyboard link to Wall Street.
"This is a game of judgment
calls," he says, referring to the
buying and selling of securities
from a state investment portfolio which can average anywhere
from $1 billion to $1.8 billion at
any given time.
The portfolio represents
"idle" funds, not a surplus but

money that is designated to
meet future commitments.
Yacobozzi says the amount
fluctuates substantially because
he has to keep enough cash
available at all times to pay the
state's bills.
His operation, while not comGletely risk free, enjoys enough
ititiude to take advantage of
securities with the highest Interest rates. And Yacobozzi has
enough liquidity to retrieve investments in periods of time
ranging from overnight to a
week, month, year - up to a
statutory limit of two years on
any state investment.
"WE SOMETIMES

make

multi-million dollar shifts of
funds eacn month," he said.
Ohio law doesn't permit the
state to play the stock market.
Its investments are limited to
securities of the VS. Government and its agencies, and to
certificates of deposit and other
similar offerings of Ohio banks.
Yet, be said, the state can
parlay its comparatively conservative investments into returns that equal and surpass
those earned by investors in
private money markets. For example, in calendar year 1963,
the state earned a return of 11.5
percent, compared to 8.77 percent in the same period by pri-

vate investors in the Merrill
Lynch Ready Assets Trust
Fund, he said.
One advantage Yacobozzi's
office has is that due to the huge
size of the portfolio, the state
can earn large sums of money
by selling or trading securities
after their value has increased
only marginally. In 1983, the 11.5
percent return - representing
earnings of $109.6 million - included profits from selling and
trading.
Therefore, he said, there is a
certain amount of speculation in
terms of deciding what and
when to buy. "The name of the
game is to be right most of the
time, and of course, there is

always a degree of luck," said
Yacobozzi, a 11-year veteran of
the treasurer's office who has
been calling the shots on investments since June 1982.
THE STATE'S 1983 earnings
were not a record amount, with
the all-time high of $162 million
posted in the early 1960s when
the state was earning as much
as 18 to 20 percent on some of its
investments.
Has the state ever taken a
bath on a sour investment?
"Fortunately not. But we have
gotten out of some when the
returns were less than spectacular," Yacobozzi said.
The state relinquishes some of
its profits in a so-called linked

deposits program which subsidizes low-interest loans by Ohio
banks to small businesses which
start up or expand to create
Jobs. So far, $50 million has been
earmarked for that purpose,
helping 200 small businesses
create or preserve 3,500 Jobs,
Yacobozzi said.
The state might be earning
11.5 percent from the money
placed in that program, instead
of the 8.5 to 8.7 percent it will
receive from the certificates of
deposit it buys from Ohio banks.
' 'But when you consider the benefits from those jobs, that's an
awfully small price to pay," he
said.

Debt rearranged

Plan aids farmers Amtrak explores Ohio raillines

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan announced a fourpoint program yesterday to help
financially strapped farmers
"get back on their feet" by temporarily deferring repayment of
government loans and by providing $630 million in federal
loan guarantees for restructuring farmers' existing debts.
Reagan said he was directing
the Farmers Home Administration, the lender of last resort to
farmers, to defer up to 25 percent of the principal and interest
on government loans for five
years. This action, Reagan said,
should provide "breathing
room" for the most debt-ridden
farmers.
The plan also calls for the
FHA to contract with local
banks and private lending institutions to speed up loan processing. Finally, the Reagan plan
calls tor using the county committee system of the FHA to
provide information to farmers
on developing a debt management plan.

The president, in making the
announcement to the executive
committee of the American
Farm Bureau Federation,
called the program a "comprehensive transition plan to get
farmers back on their feet."
Asked if he was taking the
action for politieial reasons,
Reagan replied, "I know none of
you standing on the other side of
the table are going to believe
this, it wasn't done with that in
mind, it was done because people out there need help."
The president also denied that
his program was a "bailout" for
financially troubled farmers.

CLEVELAND (AP) - An Amtrak train was scheduled to
leave here Wednesday morning
for a three-day excursion to help
the state explore the costs of
running passenger service between Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton.
Debbie Marciniak, manager
of Amtrak corporate communications for the Midwest, said
that Amtrak and state Transportation Department officials will
use the trip to study capital costs
associated with passenger rail
service. The study would not

deal with operating costs, however.
She said it would be premature to view the trip as a commitment to providing rail
service. If there were an
agreement in the future, however, Amtrak and the state
would share the cost of providing service, she said.
THE MAIN GOAL of the trip
will be to examine the rail beds
and the condition of any stations
that might be along the route.
Marciniak did not have an
exact figure on the number of
miles that would be covered.

"The reason behind this trip is
just to check out as much track
as possible," she said by telephone from Amtrak offices in
Chicago. "This is not a request
to provide service. This is a
request for information. No one
is in a position to say they are
ready to operate the service."
She said it is the first time that
Amtrak has been asked to perform such a service in Ohio.
Amtrak has arrangements for
shared costs in Illinois, New
York and other states she said.
Steve Fought, a spokesman
for the state Department of

Transportation, said the study
was decided on several months
ago.
"WE WANT to know what the
Erespects are in all modes of
ansportation," he said. "We
hope to hear back from them
soon."
Amtrak, a federally subsidized passenger service agency,
owns no track in Ohio. It generally contracts with other railroads for use of track.
The trip will be over track
owned by the Baltimore & Ohio,
Conrail and Norfolk & Western.

BJ $ Food Emporium
143 E. Wooster
352-7603

26 Sandwiches,
Pizza, Tacos,
Nachot, Subs &
Ribs
"WF DFUVFR"

128 N. MAIN/ DOWNTOWN

MCA RECORDS
MEN WITHOUT HATI
FOUC OF THE M.JMRT ■)

Along with thousands
of other great selections.

For the time of your life in college, come to one of our free One Hour Evelyn
Wood Seminars.
We'll show you the way to have more free time by cutting your study time in half.
While you raise your grade point There's a lot more to college than textbooks, tests,
and term papers. And Evelyn Wood is the way to enjoy it
Now*s the time to make your move. Bring a friencf and join us at our seminar. Ifs
only an hour. Ifs free. And ifs definitely not a waste of time.

Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA
1450 E. WOOSTER ST.
WEDNESDAY 9/19 2pm, 4pm, & 6pm
THURSDAY

9/20

V^\ EvelynWocxT

1pm, 3pm, & 5pm B&l College Programs

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary. For more information call 1 (800) 447-READ.

Sports
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Improve record to 5-1

Spikers dominate Bearcats
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Solid blocking and aggressive
net play helped the women's
volleyball team dispose of the
University of Cincinnati in three
straight games last night in Anderson Arena and put their record at 5-1 (2-0 in the MidAmericn Conference).
The Bearcats, forced to play
with only one sub due to a pregame injury, played the entire
evening owning the lead once.
UC had been 1-0 before its confrontation with Bowling Green
and the Falcons were anticipating their toughest match of the
year.
BG jumped out to a 5-2 lead
behind the powerful spiking of
sophomore Lisa Berardinelli
and the serving of senior co-captain Tracy Iivesey. UC came
back to gain the lead for the first
and only time, 5-6.
Livesey and Berardinelli
combined to put BG on top 7-6
before freshman outside hitter
Jo Lynn Williamson served up
three points, including an ace, to

put BG up by four.
The Falcons regained the
serve without surrendering a
point and with Livesey serving,
Cior Deb Hopkins stepped into
spotlight as she scored on a
spike and a dink to polish off the
firstgame, 154.
"The first game went alright
and we played well," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said.

score the winning point and give
BG a 15-11 victory.
Although the Falcons never
surrendered their lead. Van De
Walle said she believed that her
squad was not as dominate as
the first game.
"In the second game we
didn't play our tempo and our
transition game broke down at
times," the second-year mentor
said.
After a sluggish start, the
third game of the contest came
to life when Williamson unleashed a powerful spike off a
Livesey set to give BG a 2-0 lead.
The freshman later served up a
pair of aces to increase the Falcon lead to 6-2.
LIVESEY THEN moved out
from her setter position to push
the Bearcats off the net by sending two scoring flips between the
front and back rows, the score
increased to 7-4. Livesey, who
finished the day with a hitting
percentage of .500, then gave
way to freshman setter Barb
Baker who Van De Walle once
said has the potential to be "one
of the better setters that Bowl-

IN GAME two, BG Jumped
out to a 6-1 lead behind Berardinelli and senior co-captain
Becky Snider. Both veteran hitters scored on spikes from pinpoint sets by Livesey and combined for a scoring block.
Freshman outside hitter Kristin Haewski stepped into the
server's position with the score
8-2 and rattled off three quick
points, the first two by aces.
UC then mounted a strong
comeback by scoring five points
and slashing the deficit to two,
12-10, before Williamson broke
the Bearcats'serve.
The game rocked back-andforth until Snider and Berardinelli combined for a block to the

ing Green has ever had."
Baker, after a few problems
early on, had the BG offense
running smoothly. Spikes by Berardinelli, Haewski and Williamson from sets by the
freshman helped keep the Falcons ahead, 13-9. Baker then
took the offensive iniative and
sent a scoring shot of her own
over the net leaving BG one
point from icing the match.
Haewski left little time for
suspense as she scored an ace on
her first serve to give BG a 15-9
victory in the third game and a
clean sweep for the match.
According to Van De Walle,
the Falcons' ability to adjust
well to the different tempo of the
game was a key to BG's success.
"Many times when your
tempo is off, your passing is the
first thing to go," Van De Walle
said. "But our passing held up
and we otherwise dominated the
match."
The Falcons hit the road this
weekend for conference
matches with Eastern Michigan
on Friday and Central Michigan
on Saturday.

Padres close in on NL West crown
four with Houston and five
with Atlanta. Pending Tuesday night's games, any combination of Padres victories
and Astros losses totaling
four will give San Diego the
title.
Dravecky, 9-8, earned his
first victory since July 30 by
holding the Reds hitless
through 5 1-3 innings before

CINCINNATI (AP) - Dave
Dravecky fired a three-hitter
and Terry Kennedy drilled a
two-run homer Tuesday as
the San Diego Padres inched
closer to their first National
League West Division pennant with a 2-0 victory over
the Cincinnati Reds.
The Padres' magic number
for clinching the division is

Ron Oester doubled. Cesar
Cedeno doubled in the seventh and Wade Rowdon singled in the ninth, his first
major-league hit, lor Cincinnati's other hits.
Dravecky, who has split
time between the bullpen and
starting rotation this season,
struck out three and walked
two in his third complete

Classifieds.

THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVER
SITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG APPLICATION DEADUNE SEPT 24. TWELVE
NOON

CLASSIFIEDS: w PH ut tiio IMMI CHMGE PEA DAY IMO SPACES PEB UNE » EXTRA
FOB NIO TYPE CUSS*CD DrSPUY ADS.' ISIS PER MY; 1 NCH MCKHENTS ONLY; I Ltf
HAW* PEA AH. ADVSITWG DEADUNE TWO DAYS M ADVANCE IT 4 PA CAaWSWTY EVENTS
W THE FKT DAT FKE OF CHARGE. SUBSEQUENT ADS CHARGED IT REGULAR RATE SCALE
unvERsm PUCEBBIT SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FKT USTHG EVERY OTHER TUESDAY.
Sepl 19. 1984

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ALL LADIES
111 lime to meet the Sorore Ol AKA on
Thursday. S*pt. 20 IM4 In Founders' GUM
Loung* at 7:00 pm.
AlloMIMII ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND
SPECAIL EDUCATION MAJORS Final day to
apply lor a MEP Spring 1985 September 21
Application lorms are available in Room 529
Education Busang DON'T FOROETTI!

The Student National Education Association ml
be having an organizational and informational
meeting on Sept 16th at 7.00 p.m. in room
210 ol Hayes Hat Al interested education
majors are urged to attend

ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION a
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS" MEP Regis
nation Meeting. Wednesday. Sept 26, 6 308 00 pm, 515 LUe Science BMg BE THERE!'

DONT MISS OUTII
Your last chance to |Oin the American Marketing
Association la Sept 19.20. or 21 Sign up In
the Business Adrrwwjtraflon Bulking Today We
can help you reach your goals' Any questions
cai 372-T 730. Everyone a welcome

BACCHUS
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
TONIGHT 110 BA 8 00
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVER
SITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLOG. APPLICATION DEADUNE SEPTEMBER 24,
TWELVE NOON

LOST & FOUND

Lost. One black waftet on Thura, Sept 6
outside ol Union It found please can 372-2601
and ask for Dana.
LOST: 2 keys on wooden I love Kappa Dee*
kaychafi Loat 9-8-64 Any information f—
cat 372-1207

THE STUDENT WELNESS CENTER HAS
TRAINED PEER NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT
NUTRITION. DIETING, A MENU PLANNING.
AVAILABLE TUESDAYS NOON TO 2:00 t
THURSDAYS 11:00 to 4:00 ON A WALK-IN OR
APPOINTMENT BASIS. 220 HEALTH
CENTER. 372-0302.

RIDES
Please help' I need e «Oe to OSU'Columbua
area M Sept 21 -Sun Sept 23 Wl help with
gas S Cat Donna 354-1770

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mitcd b> Trttdr Michel Jaffe
ACROSS
1 Begone*
5 Domino 0'
Waller
9 Sharp sound
13 First name m
blues
14 Leaves out
16 lombardy lake
17 Made oil wilh
18 Money badger
19 Elevator en
viSioner
20 Receivables
eg
22 Trample
2* Eases
26 Consumed
27 Fairy tale
characters
29 Summit
32 Eschew
35 Irregular
37 Flank
38 Many centuries
39 Lobster coral
40 Russian village
41 Conclusions
43 Devilfish
45 Mother ol
Apollo
46 Little bit ota
thing
*8 —— perche
50 Peruses
52 Headlines
56 — >s said
and done
59 Store away as

feed
60 Downtown
Chtcago (with
The')%
61 Tierneyrole
63 Redolence
64 Accent
65 Workplaces tor
architects
66 Chimney
feature
67 Bresiau'a rive*
68 Word Irom the
barber
69 Parker ol (he
movtes

DOWN
1 Bristlelike
2 Stutly
3 ■■
(_»dy
Cat her
4 Hires
5 valley girls
reply
6 GPsgp
7 Yugoslav ol
note
8 Allen or Martm
9 Point recorders
at arenas
10 Too late
11 Among
12 AHitude
15
iheraveiid
of care
Shak
21 Dress up
23 Motoristsabbr
25 Land to Caesar
28 Noted Chinese
sisters
30 Prepare a paper
31 Dry Comb
form
32 E.ude

33
34
36
42
43
44
45
47
49

51
Whetstone
Murmur
53
Stack the cards 54
Curling position 55
56
Olympic pn»s
For a minimum 57
58
Takes a break
Play by
62
Cure
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SERVICES OFFERED
DJ and SUPER-SOUND SYSTEM lor PARTIES.
DANCES. FORMALS Cal STEVE. 535 0896

or 242-4662
Typing. Papers, daaertatlona. etc 372-2261

or 3520635
RUTHIES SEWING ( ALTERATIONS
Hemming, new skirts and dresses. Letters
sewn on. Garments must be dean
352-7266
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rates Center tor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255
7769

ATTENTION The American Marketing Association has emended its membership drive
Become a member ol the number one A.M.A
Student Chapter in the world Sign up in the
B A Lobby Wed . Thurs., or Frl, Sept 19-21
BONNIE GRONE.
I wanted to beat the reflector and gazzefte in
announcing your engagement to BeY Congrats
and best wishes Thanks lor our friendship
Love Jackie

■■r

£ IW4 l« AafM. IN. Mk»

BG News/Susan Cross
Bowling Green volleyball players Kristin Haewski (left) and Jo Lynn
Williamson slow a University of Cincinnati spike In last night's
action at Anderson Arena. The Falcons went on to win, 15-6, 15-11,
15-9 to improve their season mark to 5-1.

GET OUT AND VOTE FOR YOUR DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVE. FULFILL YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A STUDENT. SEPTEMBER 20th
IS THE DAY TO MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT.
RUSH ' RUSH - RUSH ■ RUSH
SILVER WINGS
WED. SEPT. 19 7:30 PM
THURS. SEPT. 20 7:30 PM
2»B MEMORIAL HALL

instasers Need people lo natal energy mgmt
equipment $1 Stir or paid per metaftation (low
voltage) Cal Mrs Foot to! Iree el l -800-9624908

KIOOO
THANK YOU FOR BEING SO SUPPORTIVE I
COULDN'T HAVE A MORE WONDERFUL
'BIG" LOVE. USA PS I HOPE YOU
QUENCH YOUR DESIRES FOR SLOPPY
JOES SOON'

IMI7II

UHe Mtcheis Carl
Congratuietlona on your initiation I'm so proud
of you' Get excited lor a fun active year'
XO love and lots of mine
Lorl
Little Nancy Snitch:
Tonight's the night. You'll finally find your
Big. Your new Alpha Deft family la so excited!! Good Luck on the hum. LaL Your Big.
MarkW (You animal).
Just a quick note to say
that although I may not say it everyday
you are thought ol in a very special way*
Love, PC Jr
More than a dub, we're a fraternity, more than a
fraternity we're Delta Sigma Pi - the professional business fraternity Find out more about
ua - Wed Sepl 26, 7 00 pm, McFall Center
Assembly Room Delta Sigma Pi Info Night
Open to all business majors

RUSH ' RUSH - RUSH " RUSH
SILVER WINGS
WED. SEPT. IB 7:30 pm
THURS. SEPT. 20 7:10 pm
2SS MEMORIAL HALL

Seing and Sales Management Club Membership Drive in B A Lobby
Join Now

Cheryl Kauffman (atas PK)
We are going to have a greet time tonight
because you are llnaty 18 years old!
It is going to be a GREAT year
Happy Birthday Cheryl'"
PS Good Luck with B M '
Loveya.
Debbie, Elen. Amy, ft Eizobeth(Chugs)
Condo Mom: You ere the beet!I We're so
krefcy to have you! We love you.
your DZ ChBdren
fJanpratuMlona to the Gamma Phi's and the
Kappa's tor their outstanding efforts at the Beth
Tub Race
The Phi Pars

VIDEO NIGHT AT MAIN ST
BATH TUB RACE ft BGSU vs KENT ST
RUGBY
SHOW STARTS AT 10 PM
18 YEAR OLDS WELCOME
MAIN ST
352-3703

GET OUT AND VOTE FOR YOUR DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVE FULFILL YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A STUDENT. SEPTEMBER 20 th
IS THE DAY TO MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT.

St* looking at bare wafts? Then come to the
Laser Art Sale in the Student Service Btdg
Forum. Sept 17-21 from 10 00-4 00 end
cover those wafts with great prints Sponsored
OyAAS
Bfaaaniais has a special surprise coming
soon! Wsleh lor aetaBe.
Student Council far Exceptional ChBdren
welcomes si educators to our 1st meeting
Sunday. Sepl 23. 8:00 p m in 110 BA Guest
speaker Is Dr Black Adaptive physical educeBon.
THANK YOU PHI P8I COACHES FOR ALL
YOUR SPIRIT ANO ENTHUSIASM AT THE
BATHTUB RACE!'
THE DEE ZEES

The Men Al BGSU calendar
"IN STYLE"
Get youra today

LSAT Preparation
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center

TOLEDO SYMPHONY SEASON'S TICKETS
9 CONCERTS $20-Main Floor
ON SALE NOW-UAO 3d Floor Union
AND AT THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
CALL 372-2181

WANTED
Need more room? 3 girls need 4th. Specious 2
bdrm. apt Only S93'mo Beautiful Spa faculties 352-8937

HELP WANTED
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SENO
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S P.O
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60625-0791
Now accepting irjrjeca*)onB. ft hiring for bar.
tenders, waiters, and waitresses. Must be 21
Apply In person at Buttona after 8 pm.
Need pert time energy consultants in local area
No experience necessary. Can be done after
normal work S80O-S2400 per month Cal Mr
Joyner tol Iree at I -800-982-4908
TRAVEL ENTHUSIAST NEEDED!!!
Campus Rap. lo sell Ski Tripe to Midwest ft
Colorado ft Beach Trips to Caribbean. Earn
cash l Ira* trips. Can ($12) S71-1070 today!
Or wrlla: Ban a Sal Adventures, 2256 N.
Clark. Chicago. IL. 60614
GOVERNMENT JOBS
S18.S6B-S50.563/yoer
Now hiring Your area.
Cal 805-687-6000 Ext R-9849
Break Dance teecher wanted Cal VTviennee
Donee Studio Custar OH (16 mass from BG)
669-3723
Part ft Fiat time, maintenance ak*a. ft auto
desirable, but not necessary Cal 352-5335

FOR SALE
77 MUSTANG II 4 SPEED PS. PB
RUNS GOOD. GOOD BOOY, EXC IYTERIOR
$2160 PHONE 669 2579

The Phi Pal's would Ike to thank aft those who
came to the BathTub Race and the open party.
Thank you al for supporting The House On The
Move

vsl Dear Debbie D , Deb S . Tracey Z . ft Tracy
T..
Kametareee at 10 00 in the morning, one
smashed coach and a freezing pond How
could any one of ua forget W* didn't win. but
we had a wad time" You Alpha Xl'a are great
Love Thorn. Louie. Jerry, and Rob

Theta ChleThanks lor the wad a crazy warm-up Thursday
nigM You guys are great' Love yaThe Alpha Xis

DELTA SIGMA PI
Congratulatione on receiving Via Flrat Runner
Up Award lor Most Improved Chapter in the
Nation" Way to go Theta PI!!

VOTE
Brian Moore
3rd Dtarrtcl Representative to USG
Quaaflcdft concerned

DO a
Thanks for making the social a succeos!
Hope you enfoyed the ic* cream'
TheTekea

Vote Mark Bestial* USO-Otstrlct On*
Totally conetltiMnt Oriented
All will be heard
Ma on* will be silenced

FID BOB
THE PURPLE PASSION WAS OH SO GOOO
THE COMPANY WAS AS I THOUGHT IT
WOULD AGAIN. A THANKS FOR THE
GREAT TBAE. NOT TO MENTION TAKING
ME OUT TO DINE USA
P.8. NEXT TBwE WELL TRY <X>CONUT OR
BANANA

Yau my here 125 hidden at th* bottom ol
your desk drawer: That's hew much BOSU's
undorgrad literary magazine Prairie Margin!
la awarding the beat lubmitiion lor each ol
these Mlegorhra: poetry, fiction, literary
crttidem, art m black and white, and photography. So dig through those Brewers end
prepare to show BQ your beat!
AVAILABLE NOWi National compnay looking
for u**jfbulQTa or dealers to handle energy
ngmt systems High Income polsnaet. ernel
nvenlory Inveetment Cal Mr Watson tol tree
M 1-BOO-9B2-4908
•__

HeyPhlTeue
Get peyched lor the AX open and go for being
the Champa 2 yeera straight Good luck In
lootbal loo' Love your coachaa and #1 tana.
Tracey 1 Weedetle

VIDEO NIGHT AT MAIN ST
BATH TUB RACE 1 BGSU vs KENT ST
RUGBY
SHOW STARTS AT 10 PM
18 YE AR OLDS WELCOME
MAIN ST
352-3703

JohnSzabo.
When you least expect itEXPECT IT'
I Love You!'
Kim
P.S the airport?

BUSINESS MAJORS
THE FRATERNITY PHI BETA LAMBDA IS
CURRENTLY SPONSORING ITS FALL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE IF YOU'RE A FUTURE BUSINESS LEADER. ANO WANT TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LARGEST ANO
FASTEST GROWING BUSINESS CHAPTER IN
THE STATE, REGISTER NOW IN THE FRONT
LOBBY OF THE BA. BUILDING. SEPT. 10-21:
Bam - 3pm. JOIN NOWII

1

Hn

TJ

Ride desperately needed lo Miami um mis
weekend Win help with gas 354-7656
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Smitten
Crabwalk
Full of SuHi.
French papas
Choir member
Provender
Ancient instrument
A Harrison
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CARMELO MARTINEZ
led off the second with a single off starter Joe Price, 7-12,
and Kennedy followed with
his 14th homer of the season.

PERSONALS

Found- Of—SB without case ai parking
lot 15. East ol WBGU TV See A. GuBford,
Joumaaam Ospt.

HEALTH CARE MAJORS1 THE FIRST FALL
MEETING OF THE HEALTH CARE CLUB IS
TODAY. WEDS SEPT IB AT 8:00PM IN 257
MEMORIAL | CLASSROOM OFF ANDERSON
ARENA| ALL MAJORS WELCOME (NURSING.
DIETETICS, HELATH CARE ADM, MED RECORDS | PLEASE BRING J10 YEARLY
DUES

game and second shutout of
file season. The Reds, who
suffered their fifth straight
loss, got just two runners in
scoring position.

To our number one houaacoy Kevin
Congrakaaliona on your activation"
The Gamma Phi's

- Dollar Tournament Soccer Table.
Use new. S37S or best offer.

aary3M-s»0s
PEUGOT 12 SPEED BIKE
HARDLY USED
CALL PETE AT 354-7338
1982 HONDA 750 CUSTOM WINDJAMMER.
LOW MILES 354-3071
AUDI I0OLS new tranamaaion, battery, rear
Urea, starter WB give to highest offer Andy
362 7043
1973 VW Bug
$850
352-8802
'80 Lecer deluxe, am, Im stereo, sun roof, nice
$2000 Best offer. 362-4236 after 4 p m
'71 VWBua
Runs waft Must seft
Cal 352-0506

FOR RENT
Rent: 3-bedroom house furnished Hurry, this
a> a good one' $330 plus ubMtee 364 7642,
or 372-4493
Video Ceesette end Video dec rental
3 days. 3 movies, $29 95
Pheape Video Ctr 1028 N Man

354-3513
Defty Rental and Leaaing$M 00 perday Auto
Outlet 352-2227 101 OS Mam SI

